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Transition to an insulating phase induced by attractive interactions in the disordered
three-dimensional Hubbard model
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We study numerically the interplay of disorder and attractive interactions for spin-1/2 fermions in the
three-dimensional Hubbard model. The results obtained by projector quantum Monte Carlo simulations show
that at moderate disorder, increasing the attractive interaction leads to a transition from delocalized supercon-
ducting states to the insulating phase of localized pairs. This transition takes place well within the metallic
phase of the single-particle Anderson model.
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Two limiting cases of the nontrivial problem of quantu
transport in three dimensions~3D! in the presence of disor
der and attractive interactions between particles were wor
out by Anderson in the late 1950s.1,2 In the limit of weak
interactions, the increase of disorder leads to the Ander
transition from metallic transport to the localized insulati
phase,1 whereas, in the absence of disorder, attractive in
actions between spin-1/2 fermions lead to the appearanc
BCS superconductivity which is not affected by the introdu
tion of weak disorder.2 These limiting cases have been e
tensively investigated and detailed information is now av
able for the one-particle Anderson transition~see, e.g., Refs
3–5! and the weakly disordered BCS superconductor~see,
e.g., Refs. 6–8!. However, a theoretical treatment of the i
termediate regime, where both disorder and interactions
important, is difficult due to the absence of relevant sm
parameters. New results on the physical properties of tra
port in this regime are therefore of fundamental interest. F
thermore, an understanding of this realistic regime wo
contribute to the interpretation of recent experiments on
superconductor materials~InO in Ref. 9, a-Mo3Si and
a-Nb3Ge in Ref. 10!, where both disorder and interaction
are naturally present. For example, an explanation of the
usual resistivity dependence on magnetic field observe
Ref. 9 requires a better understanding of the interplay
tween disorder and attractive interactions. In addition, rec
breakthroughs in cold-atom experimental techniques h
provided new possibilities for investigations of interacti
atoms on 3D optical lattices, leading to the observation o
superfluid to Mott insulator quantum phase transition for
tracold atoms.11 These extremely clean experiments open
precedented possibilities for precise studies of lattice mo
with experimentally tunable interactions and provide n
challenges for theoretical investigations of interacting bos
and fermions.12

Numerical simulations provide a valuable tool for th
study of the nontrivial regime where both interactions a
disorder play a relevant role. Among various numerical
proaches, quantum Monte Carlo methods constitute the m
promising possibility for the simulation of systems with
large number of particles.13–17 These methods have sever
advantages compared to exact-diagonalization approa
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which are restricted to a relatively small number
particles.18,19 In this work we use the projector quantu
Monte Carlo~PQMC! method to perform numerical simula
tions of the 3D Anderson transition in the presence of attr
tive interactions. To the best of our knowledge, this appro
allows us to study this interesting problem for the first tim

To investigate the interplay of disorder and attractive
teractions, we study numerically the disordered 3D Hubb
model withN fermions on a cubic lattice withL3 sites. The
Hamiltonian is defined by

H52t (
^ ij &s

cis
† cjs1(

is
e inis1U(

i
ni↑ni↓ , ~1!

wherecis
† (cis) creates~destroys! a spin-1/2 fermion at site

i5( i x ,i y ,i z) with spins, andnis5cis
† cis is the correspond-

ing occupation number operator. The hopping termt between
nearest-neighbor lattice sites parametrizes the kinetic en
and the random site energiese i are homogeneously distrib
uted in the interval@2W/2,W/2#, whereW determines the
disorder strength. The parameterU measures the strength o
the short-range effective Hubbard attraction (U,0) and pe-
riodic boundary conditions are taken in all directions. AtU
50, the Hamiltonian~1! reduces to the one-body Anderso
model, which exhibits a metal-insulator transition in thr
dimensions.3–5 We remind the reader that, contrary to the 3
case, all states are localized in 2D atU50 andWÞ0.3–5 For
W50 the Hamiltonian corresponds to the clean attract
Hubbard model, with a superconducting ground state in

We study this model by the PQMC method, which is
efficient method for investigation of the ground-state prop
ties of interacting fermion systems. For attractive Hubba
interactions (U,0), there is no sign problem and th
method is exact up to discrete time steps and statistica
rors, which can be well controlled.14,20 We considerN514,
32, 62, and 108 particles on a cubic lattice of sizeL53, 4, 5,
and 6, respectively, at an approximately constant filling f
tor n5N/(2L3)'1/4, 2<W/t<10, andU/t524. For each
disorder realization, we used a discrete Trotter decomp
tion with a time stepDt50.1 and projected through 60 tim
steps. In total we carried out 3000 Monte Carlo sweeps
each simulation, with approximately 1000 sweeps for equ
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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bration. With these PQMC parameters we obtained g
convergence of the computed physical quantities. The res
are averaged overNR>12 disorder realizations, except fo
the most time-consuming simulations atL56, whereNR

56. The simulations are carried out in the sector with
total spin componentSz50, which always contains the
ground state.

A quantitative measure of the localization properties
the system can be obtained, even in the presence of inte
tions. It is based on the probability density distribution for
added pair at the Fermi edge. This distribution is appro
mately equal to the charge density differencedr( i)5r( i,N
12)2r( i,N), wherer( i) is the ground-state charge dens
at sitei @( idr( i)52#. The values ofr( i,N), r( i,N12) are
obtained from two independent PQMC simulations for t
same disorder realization. ForU50, this difference is iden-
tical to the single-particle probability distribution for th
eigenstatecF( i) of the Anderson model at the Fermi leve
with dr( i)/25ucF( i)u2. From this distribution, we obtain th
inverse participation ratio~IPR! for an added pair,j
5$( i@dr( i)/2#2%21, which determines the number of site
visited by this pair. AtU50, this quantity reduces to th
usual one-particle IPR at the Fermi level. ForUÞ0, since
the interaction is short ranged,j still determines the local-
ization properties of pairs in the vicinity of the Fermi leve

A typical example ofdr( i) for an added pair is shown in
Fig. 1 for a single disorder realization. For graphical rep
sentation dr( i) is projected on the (x,y) plane, giving
drp( i x ,i y)5( i z

dr( i x ,i y ,i z). The plots of Fig. 1~left! refer

to the weakly disordered regime (W/t52). They clearly
show delocalization of the added pair, both for free partic
~top, U50) and for the attractive Hubbard model~middle,
U/t524). It should be noted that this disorder strength
much smaller than the critical disorder strength of the
Anderson transition which takes place atW,Wc(U50)
'16.5t.21 Therefore, these results confirm Anderson
theorem2 according to which the Cooper pairs remain de
calized at weak disorder. Thus, the superconducting pha
not affected by weak disorder, since Cooper pairs can
formed by pairing the time-reversed eigenstates of the co
sponding noninteracting disordered problem.

A qualitatively new situation appears at a stronger dis
der strengthW/t57 @Fig. 1 ~right!#. Here, the two added
particles are delocalized atU50, since we are still inside the
metallic single-particle phaseW,Wc(U50). On the con-
trary, a pronounced peak appears fordr( i) at U/t524,
clearly showing the formation of localized pairs. This
borne out by the IPR which drops fromj555 at U50 to
j56.5 atU/t524. This effect gives an indication that a
tractive interactions induce localization in the metallic r
gime of the noninteracting model, leading to the formation
a new phase of biparticle-localized states.

The results of the Bogoliubov–de Gennes~BdG! mean-
field calculation6,22 are shown in the two bottom plots of Fig
1. We note that, within the BdG approach, at weak disor
strengths (W/t52), interactions smooth out charge fluctu
tions, leading to an increase of the IPR, fromj570 at U
50 to j5132 at U/t524. On the contrary, at stronge
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disorder strengths (W/t57) interactions slightly favor local-
ization even within BdG approximation where the IPR dro
from 55 to 25 whenU/t goes from 0 to24. This happens
because the mean-field treatment of interactions introduc
site-dependent Hartree shiftUH( i)5uUur( i)/2.22 At strong
disorder, when the charge densityr( i) is highly inhomoge-
neous, this term acts as an additional disorder potentia23

However, the main problem with the BdG approach is th
many local minima appear and convergence is lost eve
moderate disorder strengths and system sizes (W/t.7,L
>6). Furthermore, it is clear that important effects due
quantum phase fluctuations are beyond the mean-field
proximation and thus localization of pairs cannot be rep
duced within the BdG approach~see Fig. 1 atW/t57).

A more quantitative description of the localization effe
induced by attractive interactions can be seen from the
pendence of IPR̂j& on disorder strength,W, shown in Fig.
2, with ^j& averaged over realizations of disorder. The d
clearly show that interactions lead to a significant reduct
of ^j&. For U50, the dependence of^j& on W is character-
ized by two distinct regions: a relatively flat region for larg
W where ^j& slowly approaches the asymptotic value of
and another region in whicĥj& grows with decreasingW. At
very weak disorder̂j& remains bounded by the total numb

FIG. 1. Distribution of charge density difference for an add
pair,drp , projected on the (x,y) plane for a 63636 lattice for the
same single disorder realization, withW/t52 ~left! and W/t57
~right!, N5108. Top: exact computation forU50, j570;55 ~left;
right!. Middle: PQMC calculation forU/t524, j548;6.5 ~left;
right!. Bottom: BdG mean-field calculation forU/t524, j
5132;25~left; right!. All quantities presented in all figures are i
dimensionless units~see text!.
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of lattice sites. The linear fit of thêj& data in the second
region crosses thêj&51 line at Wc(U50)'16t which is
very close to the exact value ofW for the Anderson transition
for noninteracting particles,Wc'16.5t.21 A similar analysis
carried out for thê j& data in the presence of interaction
gives transition from delocalized to localized pairs atWc(U
524t)'9t. This can be considered as a new phase of
particle localized states~BLS phase!.

Further evidence for the interaction-induced transit
comes from a finite-size scaling analysis. The relevant
mensionless quantity for such an analysis is the system
ductanceg(L).3,24 For largeg(L), the macroscopic transpo
theory in the 3D delocalized phase givesg(L)}L}j/L2

sincej}L3 for delocalized wave functions. For the localize
phase,j is determined by the localization lengthl and is
independent of the system sizeL, with j; l 3. Hence, the
ratio j/L2 falls off as 1/L2 in this regime. Therefore the
transition pointg(L)'1 can be located from the conditio
j(L)/L25const. The results of the finite-size scaling ana
sis for the scaled ratioj/L2 are shown in Fig. 3 for 3<L
<6. The range of disorder values studied (3t<W<10t) cor-
responds to the metallic side of the single-particle Ander
transition. Therefore the scaling analysis atU50 shows an
increase ofj/L2 with system size. A strikingly different situ
ation appears atU524t: at W/t53 and 5 the scaling ratio
j/L2 still grows with system size, while atW/t57 and 10
this quantity drops withL. This suggests the appearance o
superconductor-to-insulator transition induced by attrac
interactions, with the transition pointWc(U524t)'6t at
the thermodynamic limit. This value is in reasonable agr
ment with the value obtained for a single system size in F
2. A precise location of the transition point would require
significant increase of the system sizes and a larger num
of disorder realizations. However, the results obtained in
present study clearly show the transition to an insulat
phase at disorder strengths, being less than half the valu
the critical disorder strength for the single-particle Anders
transition. Hence, in the presence of attractive interactio
the insulating phase penetrates inside the metallic nonin
acting phase. This unexpected result can be understoo

FIG. 2. Inverse participation ratiôj& averaged over disorde
realizations, as a function of disorder strengthW for a 63636
lattice, atU50 ~open circles! andU/t524 ~solid circles!. Dotted
lines show linear fits to the data, the dashed line representsj51
~see text!, and error bars indicate statistical errors.
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the basis of the following physical argument.25 The attractive
interaction creates pairs of effective massm! twice as large
as the single-fermion massm. This halves the effective hop
ping termt!}1/m!51/2m which induces an increased effe
tive disorderW/t!52W/t and thus enhances localization e
fects. Such an argument predicts a decrease in crit
disorder strength by a factor of 2, which is in reasona
agreement with our results. However, we note that at val
of the attractive interactionuUu@W,t, it would be necessary
to modify the argument given above. WhenuUu@W,t, the
attractive Hubbard model can be mapped onto a mode
hard-core bosons, with effective hoppingt!52t2/uUu and
with effective disorderW!52W. In this limit, the effective
disorder strengthW!/t!5WuUu/t2. However, in the presen
study atuUu54t, 2t<W<10t, we are rather far away from
the preceding limit. We note that the appearence of a bo
pairs phase has been recently discussed in the framewo
dynamical mean-field theory for attractive interactions atW
50.26

In conclusion we show that in disordered systems, attr
tive interactions that lead to superconductivity at weak d
order also lead to the insulating phase of localized pairs
moderate disorder strengths, well within the metallic pha
of noninteracting fermions. Thus, by increasing the attract

FIG. 3. Dependence of the scaled inverse participation r
^j&/L2 on the linear dimension of the system,L, for U50 ~top! and
U/t524 ~bottom!, with W/t53 ~triangles!, 5 ~diamonds!, 7
~squares!, and 10~circles!. Error bars show statistical errors. Th
straight line fits show the average dependence onL for the extremal
values ofW studied, designating the transition from supercondu
ing to insulating behavior forU/t524.
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strength, one can go from superconducting to insulating
havior. This is also possible by increasing disorder.
course, experimentally, it is not easy to vary the interact
and disorder strengths. However, indirectly, this can
achieved by introducing a relatively strong magnetic fie
This magnetic field can increase the effective disor
strengths since it forces an electron to return to
impurity.27 At the same time, it also effectively decreas
attraction by pair breaking. Thus, the increase of magn
field may first increase the disorder and drive the sys
from superconductor to insulator with localized pairs as s
y-

.
ys

n,

ti
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experimentally in InO films.9 Further increase of magneti
field breaks pairs and leads to a transition from the insula
phase of localized pairs to a metallic phase of almost non
teracting fermions. Such a scenario leads to a transition f
superconductor to insulator, followed by an insulator-
metal transition with increasing magnetic field, in qualitati
agreement with experimental observations.9
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